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Entity Synonyms for Structured Web Search
Tao Cheng, Hady W. Lauw, and Stelios Paparizos
Abstract—Nowadays, there are many queries issued to search engines targeting at finding values from structured data (e.g., movie
showtime of a specific location). In such scenarios, there is often a mismatch between the values of structured data (how content
creators describe entities) and the web queries (how different users try to retrieve them). Therefore, recognizing the alternative ways
people use to reference an entity, is crucial for structured web search. In this paper, we study the problem of automatic generation of
entity synonyms over structured data toward closing the gap between users and structured data. We propose an offline, data-driven
approach that mines query logs for instances where content creators and web users apply a variety of strings to refer to the same
webpages. This way, given a set of strings that reference entities, we generate an expanded set of equivalent strings (entity synonyms)
for each entity. Our framework consists of three modules: candidate generation, candidate selection, and noise cleaning. We further
study the cause of the problem through the identification of different entity synonym classes. The proposed method is verified with
experiments on real-life data sets showing that we can significantly increase the coverage of structured web queries with good
precision.
Index Terms—Entity synonym, fuzzy matching, structured data, web query, query log.
Ç
1 INTRODUCTION
WEBsearch has evolved over the past few years, from acarefully selected hierarchy of bookmarks, to a huge
collection of crawled documents that require sophisticated
algorithms for identifying the few most relevant results, to,
more recently, an advanced answering mechanism return-
ing relevant media or short snippets of useful structured
information.
With the ever-growing exposure of rich data on the web,
user queries have also become much more diverse.
Consider, for example, a query such as “indy 4 near san
fran.” In this example, the user is looking for movie theaters
and show times for “Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the
Crystal Skull” nearby the city of “San Francisco.” Such
structured query is not a rare handpicked case; on the
contrary, similar trends appear in other real scenarios for a
variety of domains like products, recipes, weather, stock
quotes, etc. The answers to such queries can often be found
in structured data sources, such as product catalogs, movie
databases, etc. Structured web Search, aiming at answering
web queries with values from structured data, has the
potential to significantly upgrade users’ search experience
from seeing webpages to rich and diverse structured data.
Many recent works [19], [28], [14] have emerged in this area
of structured web search in better understanding and
supporting such structured user queries.
Effective structured web search requires a fast and
accurate matching between the various query parts and
the underlying structured data. In other words, a web
search engine has to capture the web queries that target
structured data, find the corresponding data source, and
analyze the query into appropriate pieces that map to the
structured data attributes.
An effective way to attack this problem is via the usage
of dictionaries or lookup tables that can be produced from
columns of structured data. One can use such lookup tables
to simplify annotating query parts and determining which
database or attribute to retrieve when returning results. For
example, a lookup table for movies and one for cities can be
used to handle the query “indy 4 near san fran.”
However, a direct application of such dictionaries and
lookup tables is not always possible when querying
structured data. There is often a gap between what end
users type and how content creators describe the actual data
values of the underlying entities in a structured data source.
Content creators tend to use high quality and formal
descriptions of entities, whereas end users prefer a short,
popular, more informal “synonymous” representation. In
the example above, a movie database lists the full title of
“Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull,” when web
users may type “indy 4.” This phenomenon exists across
virtually all domains. The movie “Madagascar: Escape 2
Africa” is more commonly known as “Madagascar 2.”
Apple’s “Mac OS X” is also known as “Leopard.” The digital
camera “Canon EOS 350D” also goes by the names of
“Digital Rebel XT” and “EOS Kiss Digital N.” Meanwhile the
newer model “Canon EOS 400D” also goes by “Digital Rebel
XTi” and “EOS Kiss Digital K.”
Besides the simple usage of dictionaries and lookup
tables, we have also recently seen more complicated
systems (e.g., [20], [27], [26]) to support keyword queries
over structured data (e.g., databases). Being able to identify
the “synonymous” representations is key to these tasks to
allow fuzzy matching between queries and structured data.
However, existing approaches are not always successful
in finding automatically such “synonymous” representa-
tions. Thesauri or WordNet [25] focus on language-based
alterations but is insufficient when looking at the semantic
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alterations necessary for vertical domains, such as movie,
product, or company names. Substring matching works
well for some cases (“madagascar 2” from above), fall short
in others (“escape africa” would also be considered in-
correctly for “Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa”) and is hopeless
for the rest (“Canon EOS 400D” has no string similarity to
“Digital Rebel XTi”). Manual authoritative efforts can be of
high quality, like Wikipedia’s redirection or disambiguation
pages. In such cases contributors construct the list of other
titles of a given paper in order to capture variations in
queries. However, as we will show experimentally in
Section 6, Wikipedia’s query expansion possibilities are
limited to only very popular entities.
The same gap between users and content creators also
exist in typical web search. In web search, it is alleviated by
the efforts of some content creators, who resort to including
known alternative forms within the content of a webpage
(e.g., enriching pages about a movie with various alternative
names of the movie as shown in Fig. 1) so as to facilitate a
textual match by the search engine. End users resort to
trying different queries (e.g., trying “Indy 4” or “Indiana
Jones 4” to retrieve information about the movie as shown in
Fig. 1) until they find some webpage that satisfies them. The
web gathers the wisdom of both content creators and end
users. Due to the scale of the web, there is enough webpage
content produced that when considered in unison can
handle most of the different query variations. However, the
same cannot always be said for searching over structured
data sources. It is not scalable to assume a manual solution
where a content creator enters all known alternative forms
for each attribute for each entity in a database.
In this paper, we propose a fully automated solution that
can enrich structured data with “synonymous” representa-
tions (what we call entity synonyms). We leverage the
collective wisdom generated by webpage content creators
and end users toward closing the above-mentioned gap.
The enriched structured data can be used as the basis for
fast and accurate approximate matching via the usage of
lookup tables and existing indexing techniques. Our
solution can benefit many structured web search applica-
tions, such as the ones described in [20], [28], [26], in
covering more structured web queries.
At a high level, we use a multistep data driven approach
that relies on query and click logs to capture the wisdom of
crowds on the web. We first retrieve relevant webpage urls
that would be good surrogates or representatives of the
entity. We then identify queries that have accessed at least
one of these urls. We qualify which queries are more likely
to be true entity synonyms by inspecting click patterns and
click volume on a large subset of such urls. Finally, we clean
the produced queries taking advantage of noise words that
tend to appear frequently over entity synonyms of entities
in the same domain.
Note that our approach focuses solely on query and click
logs, and it does not require us to do content analysis on
webpages. Content analysis is computationally more ex-
pensive given the relative complexity of full-length text
documents when compared to concise queries. Speed of
processing is of the essence due to the potential scale of
structured data entries.
While this work focuses on generating entity synonyms
for supporting more effective structured web search, this
technology can also be applicable to general web search.
Our experiment in Section 6.5 will show that we can capture
many more general web queries with the addition of entity
synonyms. In fact, our technique works well in practice and
has been included in production as part of Microsoft’s
“Bing” search engine.
We summarize the contributions of this work as follows:
. We give formal definition of entity synonym,
hypernym, hyponym in the context of a structured
data source.
. We propose a fully automatic entity synonym
generation framework, consisting of candidate gen-
eration, selection, and cleaning, which mines entity
synonyms from query log by leveraging the wisdom
of crowds.
. We study in depth the different entity synonym
classes, and propose methods for detecting them.
. We verify our design using real data to show that
our proposed approach can significantly help
increase the coverage of web queries.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: We start in
Section 2 with formalizing the notions of entity synonym,
hypernym, and hyponym; and the entity synonym finding
problem. In Section 3, we describe our bottom-up data-
driven solution to generate entity synonyms and in Section 4,
we introduce several strategies to remove noise words from
the produced entity synonyms further enhancing the results.
In Section 5, we group the produced entity synonyms in
classes and discuss the application value of each class. In
Section 6, we perform a comprehensive experimental study
to validate the proposed method on large-scale real-life data
sets. We conclude with a review of related work in Section 7,
and a summary of results and future work in Section 8.
2 PROBLEM DEFINITION
In this section, we will first give our formal definitions of
entity synonym, hypernym, and hyponym, before defining
the entity synonym finding problem.
2.1 Entity Synonym, Hypernym, and Hyponym
Let E be the set of entities over which the entity synonyms
are to be defined. An entity is an object or an abstraction with a
distinct and separate existence from other objects/abstractions of
the same type (those having similar attributes). For example,
“Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull” is an
entity of the typeMovie, and “Canon EOS 350D” is an entity
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Fig. 1. Wisdom of both end users and content creators.
of the type Digital Camera. Entities in a given E are of the
same type. Hence, we may have different E sets based on the
entity type. For example, we may have EM , which is a set of
Movie entities; ED, which is a set of Digital Camera entities.
Let S be the universal set of strings, where each string is
a sequence of one or more words. Users may use any
number of different strings to refer to an individual entity
or a subset of entities.
We assume that there exists an oracle function
Fðs; EÞ ! E, which is an ideal mapping from any string
s 2 S that users may think of (in order to refer to or retrieve
entities) to the very subset of entities E  E.
We are now ready to put forward our definitions of
entity synonym, hypernym, and hyponym.
Definition 1 (Entity Synonym). A string s1 2 S is an entity
synonym of another string s2 2 S over the set of entities E if
and only if Fðs1; EÞ ¼ Fðs2; EÞ.
Definition 2 (Entity Hypernym). A string s1 2 S is an entity
hypernym of another string s2 2 S over the set of entities E if
and only if Fðs1; EÞ  Fðs2; EÞ.
Definition 3 (Entity Hyponym). A string s1 2 S is an entity
hyponym of another string s2 2 S over the set of entities E if
and only if Fðs1; EÞ  Fðs2; EÞ.
To illustrate the above definitions, we present an example
ofmapping functionF in Fig. 2 defined for S ¼ fs1; s2; s3; s4g
and E ¼ fe1; e2; e3g. F is represented as a bipartite graph,
where a link exists from si to every ej 2 Fðsi; EÞ. In this
example, s1 ¼ “Indiana Jones IV” is an entity synonym of
s2 ¼ “Indiana Jones 4” (vice versa) as both reference the same
entity e1, which is the movie titled “Indiana Jones and the
Kingdom of the Crystal Skull.” Meanwhile, s3 ¼ “Indiana
Jones series” is an entity hypernym of s1 and s2, as s3
references e1 (which both s1 and s2 reference) and also e2
(which neither s1 nor s2 does). Equivalently, s1 and s2 are
entity hyponyms of s3. s4 ¼ “Harry Potter 5” has no entity
synonym, hypernym, or hyponym in S.
2.2 Entity Synonym Finding Problem
We focus on the problem of finding entity synonyms. We
believe that a similar approach may also be applicable to the
related problems of finding entity hypernyms and hypo-
nyms, but we keep these problems as future work.
Entity synonym finding problem. Formally, our for-
mulation of the entity synonym finding problem is as
follows: As input, we are given a set of entities E and a set of
strings U  S. Strings in U are “homogeneous,” in the sense
of belonging to the same class of attributes. For example, for
EM , UM could be a set of movie titles; for ED, UD could be a
set of digital camera names. As output, we would like to
produce for each string u 2 U , its set of entity synonyms
Vu ¼ fv 2 SjFðu; EÞ ¼ Fðv; EÞg. Note that the input E can be
a singleton set.
In the problem formulation above, we do not assume that
F is given. This is because, while we assume that such an
oracle function exists (if only abstractly), we do not claim it
is obtainable in practice. True F exists only in the collective
minds of all users. Hence, the equality Fðu; EÞ ¼ Fðv; EÞ that
underlies Definition 1 cannot be determined exactly.
To resolve this, we propose to relax Definition 1, and
instead estimate the equality Fðu; EÞ ¼ Fðv; EÞ using real-
life data. The gist of our approach is to approximate the
synonymy between two strings by observing in real-life
data how well these two strings have been used by users to
retrieve equivalent subsets of entities.
We identify the following real-life web-based data sets as
especially relevant for this approach:
Search data. A consists of a set of tuples, where each
tuple a ¼ hq; p; ri denotes the relevance score r of a webpage
URL p for the search query q 2 S. For simplicity, in this
paper, we assume r is the relevance rank of p, with rank 1
being the most relevant. A captures the “relevance”
relationship between a query string and a webpage as
determined by a search engine.
Click data. L is a set of tuples, where each tuple l ¼
hq; p; ni denotes the number of times n 2 Nþ that users click
on p after issuing query q 2 S on a search engine. L captures
the “relevance” relationship between a query string and a
webpage as determined by search engine users.
How these data sets may be used to find entity synonyms
can be summarized as follows: Let P be the union of all
webpages, and Q be the union of all query strings, in A and
L. Since both A and L represent some form of relationship
between query strings and webpages, we can learn from A
and L, respectively, two functions GAðq;PÞ ! P and
GLðq;PÞ ! P , which map a query string q 2 Q to the subset
of relevant webpages P  P. Assuming that for any entity
e 2 E, there always exist webpages that are appropriate and
representative surrogates of e (which is a reasonable
assumption given the scope of the web), we consider it
probable that two query strings q1 and q2 are entity
synonyms if GAðq1;PÞ  GLðq2;PÞ.
Definition 4 (Entity Synonym-Relaxed). A string s1 2 S is
an entity synonym of another string s2 2 S over the set of
webpages P (keeping in mind the actual reference set of
entities E) if GAðs1;PÞ  GLðs2;PÞ.
Entity synonym finding problem (relaxed). In this
paper, our specific problem formulation is as follows:
. Given: A set of “homogeneous” strings U ; the data
sets A and L; and the reference set of entities E.
. Output: We would like to produce for each string
u 2 U , its set of entity synonyms Wu ¼ fw 2
SjGAðu;PÞ  GLðw;PÞg.
Note that in practice, it is not always necessary to list out
all the entities in E, as long as it is well understood what
type of entities may belong in E. The nature of E helps
define the entity synonyms, as for instance, the string
“Jaguar” might have different sets of entity synonyms,
depending on whether E is a set of animals or a set of cars.
3 CANDIDATE GENERATION AND SELECTION
To solve the entity synonym finding problem, we propose a
two-phase solution. In Section 3.1, we describe how given
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Fig. 2. Example mapping function F .
the input set U , we will generate the set of entity synonym
candidatesW 0u. In Section 3.2, we describe how we select the
final set of entity synonyms.
3.1 Candidate Generation
Considering every possible string s 2 S as an entity
synonym candidate for any input string u 2 U is imprac-
tical, since only a small subset of S is likely to be the true
entity synonyms of u. We propose to quickly generate entity
synonym candidates for a given u in two steps, as shown in
Fig. 3. First, we seek the webpages that are good
representation for entities referenced by u. We term these
webpages surrogates of u. Second, we find out how users
refer to these surrogates. We now zoom into each of these
steps in details.
Finding surrogates. The web has inarguably become the
largest open platform for serving various kinds of data. It is
almost certain that entities we have in our entity set E
would have some representation on the web. This repre-
sentation (or surrogates) come mostly in the form of
webpages. For a particular digital camera (e.g., Canon
EOS 400D), its surrogates may include a page in the
manufacturer’s site listing its specifications, an eBay page
selling it, a Wikipedia page describing it, a page on a review
site critiquing it, etc.
Moreover, data appears in various forms on the web.
Consider a seller on eBay who explicitly listed some of the
alternative ways to access the data to help increase the
chances of her item being retrieved, e.g., “Digital REBEL
XTi” and “400D.” Or consider unstructured web articles,
where the various names of one camera model line are
described in the text of a webpage, e.g., “Digital IXUS,” “IXY
Digital,” and “PowerShot Digital ELPH.” Data, once appear-
ing on theweb, gets enriched in various ways, which enables
alternative paths for people to access the same information.
As shown in Fig. 3, our approach is to use the Search Data
A to find webpage surrogates for a given u. A is derived by
issuing each u 2 U as a query to the Bing Search API1 and
keeping the top-k results. Based on A, we can define the
mapping function GAðu;PÞ between u to the set of top-k
pages, as shown in
GAðu;PÞ ¼ fa:pja 2 A; a:q ¼ u ^ a:r  kg: ð1Þ
The choice of the value of k is empirical. Our current
implementation uses k ¼ 50, which we found to be
sufficient in our experiments. The tradeoff when changes
the value of k is quantity versus the quality of synonyms
discovered. If a synonym does not hit any page in the top k
retrieved documents (e.g., top 50), it is unlikely that it will
quality as a high-quality synonym.
Definition 5 (Surrogate). A webpage p 2 P is a surrogate for
u if p 2 GAðu;PÞ.
Based on Definition 5, we consider a webpage p a
surrogate of u, if p is among the top-k most relevant results
for query u in the data set A.
It may also be possible to use Click Data in place of Search
Data, whereby a webpage is a surrogate if it has attracted
many clicks when the entity’s data value is used as a query.
In some cases, clicks may be a better indicator of relevance
than the search engine’s relevance function. However, clicks
may not work for all entities, as the entities’ data values
usually come in the canonical form (e.g., the full title name
of a movie), and therefore may not be used as queries by
people. Meanwhile, a search engine is usually friendly to
any data value as query for finding relevant pages, which is
why we rely on a hybrid approach of using Click Data for
data values that are popular queries, and Search Data for
unpopular queries.
One potential issue with using search API is that our
mining relies on the returned pages of search engines. In
particular, if search results are very ambiguous, the
effectiveness could be compromised. However, on average
from our empirical evaluation, this is not the case for most
of entities, especially considering the queries we issue to
search API are mostly canonical entity names. It is
important to notice that even in cases where search results
are ambiguous, as long as there is a core subset of relevant
webpages about the entity, we can find something useful.
Collectively, this core subset could outweigh the noises
from other ambiguous/unrelated webpages.
Referencing surrogates. Having identified u’s surro-
gates, we next ask how users would access those surrogates.
Remember that these surrogates are webpages available for
access by the general public. Again, search engine is the
primary channel people use for accessing information on the
web. We can therefore regard the queries issued to get to
these surrogate pages as the various ways users use to refer
to the entities represented by these pages. Consequently
such queries are good entity synonym candidates for u.
As shown in Fig. 3, click data L offer us the mapping from
candidates to surrogates. Based on L, we can define the
mapping function GLðw0;PÞ between a potential entity
synonym candidatew0 to the set of clicked pages, as shown in
GLðw0;PÞ ¼ fl:pjl 2 L; l:q ¼ w0 ^ l:n  1g: ð2Þ
Definition 6 (Entity Synonym Candidate). A string w0 is a
entity synonym candidate for u if and only if GAðu;PÞ \
GLðw0;PÞ 6¼ ;.
Based on Definition 6, we regard w0 as an entity synonym
candidate for u if there is at least one surrogate of u that has
been clicked when w0 is issued as a query. Therefore, the
candidate set for u is W 0u ¼ fw0jGAðu;PÞ \ GLðw0;PÞ 6¼ ;g.
3.2 Candidate Selection
Not all candidates generated in the previous phase are
equally good. Some are more likely to be actual entity
synonyms than others. To estimate the likelihood that a
candidate w0 is an entity synonym of the input value u, we
identify two important measures that can be captured from
search data A and click data L. The two measures,
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Fig. 3. Candidate generation phase.
respectively, capture the strength and exclusiveness of the
relationship between a candidate w0 and the input value u.
Intersecting page count (IPC). Here, we seek to measure
the strength of relatedness between an input value u and a
candidate w0. In the candidate generation phase, we look
for u’s candidates by looking at queries (w0) for which the
following holds: GAðu;PÞ \ GLðw0;PÞ 6¼ ;. In (3), we
derive the IPCðw0; uÞ as the size of this intersection.
Intuitively the higher the value of IPC is, the larger the
size of the intersection is, the more common pages have
been referred to using u and w0, and the more likely u and
w0 would be related to one another
IPCðw0; uÞ ¼ jGLðw0;PÞ \ GAðu;PÞj: ð3Þ
Intersecting click ratio (ICR). Another indicator for
the strong relationship between w0 and u is if a majority of
the clicks resulting from w0 as a query land on u’s surrogate
pages more often than on nonsurrogate pages. The click
ratio measure ICRðw0; uÞ is determined as shown in (4). The
higher the value of ICRðw0; uÞ is, the more exclusive the
relationship between w0 and u is, and the more likely w0
would be an entity synonym of u
ICRðw0; uÞ ¼
P
l2L; l:p2GLðw0;PÞ\GAðu;PÞ l:nP
l2L; l:p2GLðw0;PÞ l:n
: ð4Þ
We use a Venn diagram illustration in Fig. 4 to describe
how the above twomeasureswork in selecting the best entity
synonyms. Consider the example where the input value u is
the movie title “Indiana Jones and Kingdom of the Crystal
Skull.” Fig. 4a illustrates the case where a candidate w0 (e.g.,
“indiana jones 4”) is a likely entity synonym of u. The sets
denote the webpages that are retrieved by u (GAðu;PÞ) and
are clicked on for query w0 (GLðw0;PÞ), respectively. In this
case, the size of the intersection of the two sets is large,
indicating a high IPC value. For the set GLðw0;PÞ, the darkly
shaded (resp. lightly shaded) area indicates the subset of
pages getting the most clicks (resp. fewer clicks). In this case,
most of the clicks fall within the intersection, as opposed to
outside of the intersection, indicating a high ICR value.
Thus, w0 is likely an entity synonym of u.
Both IPC and ICR also help to weed out candidates that
are related, but not entity synonyms. Fig. 4b illustrates the
case of an entity hypernym (e.g., “indiana jones”). Since an
entity hypernym considers a broader concept, it may be
used to refer to many more pages (e.g., concerning other
Indiana Jones movies), and consequently most of the clicks
may fall outside of the intersection (low ICR). An entity
hyponym concerns a narrower concept, for which there
might be more specific pages about the concept outside of
the intersection that receive the most clicks (see Fig. 4c).
Finally, a candidate such as “harrison ford” is related since
it concerns the main actor of the movie. However, it is not
an equivalent concept to the movie, and it would have low
IPC and ICR since most clicks would fall on pages about
the actor, rather than on those about the movie (see Fig. 4d).
We produce the final entity synonym by applying
threshold values  and  on IPC and ICR, respectively,
i . e . , Wu ¼ fw0jw0 2W 0; IPCðw0; uÞ   ^ ICRðw0; uÞ  g.
To help determine the right settings for  and , we will
experiment with varying  and  in Section 6.
4 CLEANING
Naturally, the query strings users may use within the data
sets may not be exactly the same as those that users might
have used to refer to entities in E. Hence, the entity
synonym candidates or entity synonyms output from the
selection phase may have some noise in them as shown in
examples in Table 1. While these noise words (e.g., “trailer,”
“review”) are informative by themselves, possibly covering
facets about entity, they should not be included as part of
the entity synonym to ensure the high quality of synonyms
generated. We therefore propose a cleaning module to deal
with such noises.
Our approach is to construct a white list of noise phrases,
and to use regular expression rules to remove these noise
phrases from any entity synonym candidate that contains
them.We identify three major types of noise phrase that may
be present within the entity synonym candidates: 1) common
noise, 2) context-specific noise, and 3) those entity synonym
candidates that are more likely to be entity hypernyms.
The benefit of cleaning is fourfold. First, it helps remove
many false candidates. Second, as a result of removing
noise, new candidates can be generated (e.g., we can get
“indy iv” after removing noise word “trailer” from “indy iv
trailer”). Third, it can help us in the identification of the
final entity synonyms, as we can get better aggregated
statistics about such candidates after noise removal. Finally,
cleaning entity hypernym candidates helps us to focus on
entity synonyms.
4.1 Common Noise
Common noise refers to noise phrases that may appear in
entity synonym candidates regardless of the specific
domain. They are often noninformative and generally
should not be part of any entity synonym. Examples of
such noise are “www.”, “.com,” “.net,” etc. The list of
common noise can be constructed based on mining across
entity synonyms produced from many different domains
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TABLE 1
Examples of Candidates
and determining frequent words that appear throughout all
entity synonyms. Note that stop words are not considered
common noise and their removal can alter the value of the
produced entity synonyms.
4.2 Context-Sensitive Noise
The second type of noise is sensitive to the specific context
of the domain of interest, and therefore is called context-
sensitive noise. Since the produced entity synonyms were
the result of a url-query graph, it is very common to have
patterns of additional common words. For instance, entity
synonyms for movie titles contain additional keywords like
“trailer,” “review,” “sound track.” As another example, it is
also common for “best deal,” “spec,” “price” to appear
together with camera names. Note that the context-sensitive
noise for the domain of movie titles is very different from
those for the domain of camera names.
Toward removing context-sensitive noise, we draw the
following insights. First, such noise phrases appear in the
entity synonym candidates of many input values. In Table 1,
we see the noise “review” occurring within the candidates
(“indiana jones 4 review” and “lord of rings 3 review”) for
both movies. Second, such noise should not appear within
the original input value. In this case, “review” does not occur
within both movie titles.
We regard a string s as a set of words, and denote a
phrase x occurring within a string s with x  s, and x not
occurring within s with x 6 s. We consider only phrases
that occur within a candidate to be possible noise.
Definition 7 (Context-Sensitive Noise). A phrase x is a
context-sensitive noise phrase in the context of U if and
only if x is frequent among candidates whose corresponding
input values do not contain x, i.e.,
jfuju 2 U; x 6 u ^ x  w0 ^ w0 2W 0ugj
jUj  :
Specifically, the fraction of input values (not containing
the phrase) with at least one candidate containing the
phrase has to be above a given threshold  2 ½0; 1. We will
experiment with varying  in Section 6.
An example of a noise phrase that appears in Table 1 is
“review.” The phrase “review” never occurs within either
movie title, but occurs within the candidates of two out of
two movie titles (frequency is 2). Thus, “review” is a
context-sensitive noise phrase and will be removed from the
candidates. However, in some cases, what appears to be a
noise phrase may occur within an input value, and we take
care not to remove it from such an input value. For instance,
“review” is a not considered noise for the movie title
“Newsnight Review.”
Frequency of a noise phrase is defined over the set of
input values, and not over the set of all candidates. This is
to avoid penalizing those input values with many candi-
dates. It is possible that an input value may have many
candidates containing a valid phrase that does not occur in
the input value. For example, the misspelling “Cannon”
may be a valid phrase within many candidates for the
camera name “Canon EOS 350D.” The same phrase may not
appear within the candidates of different brands (e.g.,
Sony). Counting frequency based on the number of
candidates may wrongly classify “Cannon” as frequent
and thus a noise phrase.
Table 2 shows the result after cleaning the candidates in
Table 1. Note that we have removed such common noise
phrase as “www.”, “.com,” as well as context-sensitive
noise phrases such as “trailer,” “review.”
4.3 Entity Hypernyms
In addition to removing noise phrases from within entity
synonym candidates, we also remove from consideration
those entity synonym candidates that appear as candidates
for more than one input value. Such candidates are more
likely to be entity hypernym candidates (see Definition 2).
For example, “Indiana Jones” may appear as a candidate for
all four movies in the Indiana Jones series, and thus is not
considered an entity synonym for any of them. Note,
however, that this approach only removes those entity
hypernym candidates with at least two entity hyponyms
within the input set of entities.
5 CLASSES OF ENTITY SYNONYMS
After the generation and cleaning phases, we categorize the
discovered entity synonyms into several distinct classes,
whichwewill enumerate shortly. This classification is useful
as some applications may be interested in specific classes of
entity synonyms. For instance, a search application may
have a built-in spellchecking ability, but is not able to handle
other kinds of entity synonyms well. Furthermore, this
exercise helps to measure the value of the entity synonyms
produced, as some classes are inherently more challenging,
and thus more valuable, to produce than others. In the
following, we will first describe the various classes, and then
show the significance in which our approach could discover
the different classes with lower complexity and higher
precision than comparative approaches.
5.1 Classes of Entity Synonyms
We observe six distinct classes that our entity synonyms fall
into with examples shown in Table 3. In Section 6, we will
furtherdiscusswhat fractionof entity synonyms fall into each
class for various domains (e.g., movie titles, camera models).
Normalization. This class covers variances from the
original input value that can be resolved by stemming and
removal of punctuation or other special characters, e.g., [-,
.:();]. For themovie title “the Dark Knight,” examples include
“the dark knights” and “the dark-knight.” For the camera
model, “Canon EOS 350D,” its normalization entity syno-
nyms includes “canon eos-350d.” We identify entity syno-
nyms of this class using a stemmer and a list of stopwords as
shown in Algorithm 1. Performing normalization is im-
portant because it also helps to identify the other classes.
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TABLE 2
Examples of Cleaned Candidates
Algorithm 1. Identifying Normalization Entity Synonym
. Input: input value u, entity synonym w 2Wu
. Output: T/F whether w is a normalization entity
synonym of u
1: w1  removeSpecialCharactersðwÞ
2: w2  stemðw1Þ
3: u1  removeSpecialCharactersðuÞ
4: u2  stemðu1Þ
5: if w2 ¼ u2 then
6: return TRUE
7: else
8: return FALSE
9: end if
Spelling. This class covers various spelling errors of the
input value. Generally, there are two kinds of errors,
namely mistypingwhich comes from accidentally missing or
pressing wrong keys, e.g., “the dark knight,” and misspelling
which are common misconceptions of how a word is
spelled, e.g., “the dark night.” Identifying this class can be
accomplished with a high quality dictionary or spell-
checker. In our case, we make use of “Bing” Search’s query
alteration capability.
Subset. Suppose that wordsetðsÞ respresents the set of
words in a string s after stop word removal, we define
subset entity synonyms as follows:
Definition 8 (Subset Entity Synonym). An entity synonym
w 2Wu is a subset entity synonym of u if and only if
wordsetðwÞ  wordsetðuÞ.
This is an important class given that the original input
values tend to be long and formal, e.g., movie title
“Madagascar Escape 2 Africa,” while most users would
simply type “Madagascar 2” to refer to the same movie.
Meanwhile, it is crucial to note that not all proper subsets
are proper entity synonyms, e.g., “Africa” or “Escape.”
Superset. Entity synonyms of this class are proper
supersets of the input value.
Definition 9 (Superset Entity Synonym). A entity synonym
w 2Wu is a superset entity synonym of u if and only if
wordsetðuÞ  wordsetðwÞ.
Examples include “batman the dark knight” whereby a
user expresses additional information about the movie such
as a character or actor. While categorizing such entity
synonyms are relatively simple, it is much more complex to
discover such entity synonyms in the first place, mainly
because there could be so many proper supersets that are
plainly not entity synonyms, e.g., “the dark knight review.”
Acronym. Given that si denotes the ith nonempty space
character in a string s, and that jsj denotes the total number
of nonempty space characters in s, we define acronyms as
follows:
Definition 10 (Acronym Entity Synonym). A entity
synonym w 2Wu is an acronym entity synonym of u if
and only if w meets all of the following conditions:
. jwj < juj
. 8wi; 9um; wi ¼ um
. For j > i, if ðwi ¼ umÞ ^ ðwj ¼ unÞ, then n > m
. wordsetðwÞ 6 wordsetðuÞ
Acronyms are shorter than the input value, and each
character in the acronym is derived from a character in the
input value, while preserving the original sequence. The
last condition ensures that acronyms are not simply subset
entity synonyms of the input value. This definitions covers
various acronyms such as “HSM3” for “High School
Musical 3” and “XML” for “Extensible Markup Language.”
In addition to the input value u, we also accommodate cases
where a word within u is substituted with an equivalent
word. For instance, for movie title “Young and Restless,” its
acronym is “Y&R,” which is detectable given that “&” is
recognized as a proper substitute of “and.” Similar
substitutions may appear for numbers, e.g., “FF7” for
“Final Fantasy VII.”
Atypical. The remainder falls into this class. These are
mainly entity synonyms that do not share any text
similarity with the input value, or those with a few
overlapping words but neither fully contains or are fully
contained by the input value. An example is “batman 2” for
the movie “the Dark Knight.” Consequently, this is the most
challenging class of entity synonyms to produce using other
approaches, and where we believe we have made the most
valuable contribution.
In addition to the above classes, there are also
composite classes, such as SpellingþNormalization (e.g.,
“the dark-knight”), Normalizationþ Superset (e.g., “bat-
man dark-knight”), etc.
5.2 Complexity Analysis
Here, we argue that our approach of first generating and
then categorizing the entity synonyms offline is superior to
the alternative approaches of either attempting to handle
the entity synonyms online or constructing the various
classes of entity synonyms from scratch offline. In the
following discussion, we will focus on the three classes:
Subset, Superset, and Atypical where we believe we make the
most valuable contribution. The two classes of Normalization
and Spelling are well-studied problems, and they can be
accomplished online. While it is not efficient to match
Acronym entity synonyms online, relatively few entity
synonyms fall into this class as will be shown in Section 6.
Subset. A reasonable online approach to handle this
class is to construct an inverted index based on keywords
found in the input values. However, matching a subset of
an input value to retrieve relevant entities may result in a
low precision. For instance, the keyword “dark” may
retrieve the movie “Dark Knight,” in addition to many
other unrelated movies.
Meanwhile, attempting to construct such entity syno-
nyms from scratch is a grossly inefficient approach. For a
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TABLE 3
Entity Synonym Class Examples for “the Dark Knight”
given input value of length n words, there could be as
many as
Pn	1
r¼1 P
r
n permutations that are proper subsets.
For the above movie title “Indiana Jones and the Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull,” after removing stop words, there are
325 distinct permutations with the remaining five words
{“Indiana,” “Jones,” “Kingdom,” “Crystal,” “Skull”}. Of
these, only 38 have ever been asked as a query with a
total of 530K impressions. Only 18 are proper entity
synonyms with a total of 1,855 impressions. Weighted by
the impressions, this results in a very poor precision of
0.3 percent. In comparison, as Section 6 will show, we
achieve 87 percent weighted precision for the movie
domain, indicating that we produce not just the high
quality but also the most popular entity synonyms.
Superset. Similarly to the previous class, an inverted
index approach will introduce many false positives.
Furthermore, this class is even more complex to produce
from scratch because the number of possible additional
words to the input value is theoretically infinite, while only
a very small number will be good entity synonyms. Our
click log lists close to 20K queries starting with “dark
knight.” Of the top 30 such queries in terms of impressions,
only four are proper entity synonyms with a weighted
precision of only 11 percent. Many candidates are simply
wrong such as “dark knight review,” “dark knight spoof,”
or “dark knight poster.” This is where our cleaning phase in
Section 4 plays a very important role in weeding out the
incorrect ones.
Atypical. Given that entity synonyms of this class share
little text similarity with the input values, an online inverted
index approach will fail. For instance, such an index will
not retrieve the movie “Dark Knight” given “batman 2” as a
query. On the other hand, it is impossible, even for a
manual expert, to list all such entity synonyms. A brute
force approach would produce an infinite number of
candidates. This is where bringing in the wisdom of the
crowds, in the form of user queries and clicks, really pays
off in terms of producing good candidates and in scoring
them as discussed in Section 3.
In summary, our approach performs better because we
generate fewer and better candidates to begin with, owing
to our generation phase that is driven by click logs. In
addition, by relying on a list of high-quality entity
synonyms generated offline, we can do the fuzzy matching
against the database of entities at a much higher precision
than an online inverted index approach.
6 EXPERIMENTS
We implemented our entity synonyms solution as a stand-
alone tool, which is now a component in the Helix [27]
project. We use SQL server as back end store for our query
and clicks logs having a clustered index on queries and urls,
respectively. We used query and click logs from “Bing”
Search that were available to us for the months of July to
November 2008. Note that due to proprietary and privacy
concerns we cannot share all the details of the click and
query logs.
The main target application of our solution is enabling
fuzzy matching over (semi)structured data represented as
lookup tables or dictionaries. To this extend we report
results on a variety of available data sets used to produce
entity synonyms. Our two main data sets are: D1) the titles
of the top 100 movies of 2008 as reported by the Box office
[8], and D2) a collection of 882 canonical camera product
titles crawled from MSN Shopping [24]. These data sets
have different characteristics that affect the entity synonym
process. The movies data have very popular entries, e.g.,
{Shrek the Third}, the cameras have a strict canonical form
using a combination of brand, product family and model,
e.g., {Canon EOS 400D}. In addition, we also use other data
sets to test broadness, D3) a collection of 2,117 camcorder
product titles, D4) 937 recent car models, D5) 448 nba
athlete names.
All experiments were done on a single windows 2003
server workstation with 8 GB of RAM and 2 TB of hard disk
space. Data sets went through all phases of our entity
synonym generation process and took on average under
1 second to produce results for each input entry. As this is an
offline process, we feel the speed by which entity synonyms
are generated is adequate. To measure the speed of a
potential online processwe loaded the expandeddictionaries
with our entity synonyms in a prefix-tree/trie implementa-
tion and run over queries from the log—we found that on
average matching happened in 3.2 milliseconds.
To quantify the effectiveness of our approach we
performed a detailed study on the selectivity of our
parameters, evaluated the effect of query alterations and
finally, compared against other approaches that could
potentially be used for the same purpose (discussed in
Section 6.4).
Note that during the evaluation process we required
some manual labeling for testing. For this purpose we used
the popular Mechanical Turk platform. We used five judges
to produce scores. For each entry in our data sets we created
a list of pairs between the entry and all the produced entity
synonym candidates. Essentially, the judges were given lists
of string pairs and a choice box with three entries 1) entity
synonym (ﬃ), 2) entity hypernym () or entity hyponym
(), and 3) not equivalent (NE) (6¼). For example, “bike ( 6¼),
(ﬃ), (-) bicycle” would be used to score the relationship
between bike and bicycle. After our judges scored all string
pairs, we aggregated the results and only kept as “truth”
the pairs where at least three judges agreed.
6.1 Parameter Sensitivity
In this section, we evaluate in detail the behavior of IPC,
ICR, and Cleanup thresholds. As our primary target class of
applications is fuzzy matching or expansion of a dictionary of
related entities. To capture the effect of these parameters on
entity synonym production we use the notions of precision,
weighted precision, hit ratio, and coverage increase.
Precision is described with p ¼ TPTPþFP , where TP ¼
True Positives, FP ¼ False Positives.Weighted Precision takes
into account the number of times each entity synonym was
asked as a stand-alone query using exact match on our
query logs (freq(q)), hence
wp ¼
P
freqðTP Þ
P
freqðTP Þ þP freqðFP Þ :
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We calculate precision and weighted precision for our three
buckets of labels, entity synonyms (Syns), entity hyper-
nymsor hyponyms (Hyps), and not equivalent.
To balance the precision measurement, we look at Hit
Ratio and Coverage Increase. Hit Ratio is the percentage of
entries that produce at least one entity synonym over all the
entries in a dictionary, HR ¼ nonzeroentriesallentries . As for coverage,
given a set of queries Q, we call coverage C the sum of the
number of times freqðqiÞ that each query qi in Q was asked.
In other words, CQ ¼
P
qi
freqðqiÞ. Given a dictionary of
entities E with coverage CE and a set of produced entity
synonyms for those entities S with coverage CS , we call
Coverage Increase the ratio CI ¼ CS	CECE .
6.1.1 Intersecting Page Count
First we focus on the IPC. Results for our (D1) movies data
set and measurements of Precision, Weighted Precision, Hit
Ratio, and Coverage Increase for various IPC thresholds
 2 ½2; 10 are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. As discussed in
Section 3, IPC is a strong indicator that results are related
with each other. The higher the IPC, the stronger is the
relation. As such, we notice that the Not Equivalent
numbers are very low for both weighted (NE W) and
unweighted (NE) scores. As we increase the threshold,
entity synonym (Syns) precision improves and entity
hypernym/hyponym (Hyns) reduces. When we look at
the more interesting weighted results (Syns W, Hyns W),
we see that effect being reduced. The reason is that although
IPC is crucial to show strong relation, it is difficult to
distinguish between popular entity hypernyms/hyponyms
and entity synonyms that carry the most weight. As a result
he Hyns W curve does not go down significantly when IPC
value is increased as shown in Fig. 5. This is exactly we
need the ICR measure to further help. Hit Ratio remains
steady at 100 percent, meaning that we produce results
across the board for the popular movies data. Coverage
increase reduces as we increase IPC due to the removal of
many entries. Yet, even at value IPC  10 Coverage
Increase is at 120 percent, meaning that our entity
synonyms are very useful as they more than double
(2:2) the original coverage.
6.1.2 Intersecting Click Ratio
We then consider the ICR. Results for the movies (D1) data
set are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. To test the combination of IPC
and ICR, we used the threshold values of  2 f2; 4; 6g for IPC
andwe did a range of threshold values for ICR  2 ½0:01; 0:9.
We believe the weighted precision measurements are much
more interesting than absolute precision when it comes to
web queries, so to simplify the figures and discussion we
focus on it. The ICR parameter adds weight to IPC,
essentially giving a strong indicationwhether we are looking
at an entity synonym or an entity hypernym/hyponym. As a
result, whenwe increase the ICR parameter we see the entity
synonym precision going up (Syns W 2,4,6) and the entity
hypernym/hyponym (Hyns W 2,4,6) reducing. On the other
hand, this also affects negatively the coverage increase,
reducing that number. Hit ratio again remains close to
100 percent meaning there is at least one entity synonym for
every original movie entry. It is worth noting that for IPC 4
and 6 the curves are very close to each other on the precision
measurement but there is a noticeable difference on cover-
age. Anecdotally, we have noticed the same for IPC higher
than 6. Thus, we believe that IPC 4 is a good default value
when it comes to various ICR settings. Some interesting ICR
values act as local maxima, 0.1, 0.5, and 0.7 show good
balance between precision and coverage increase compared
to their immediate neighbors and are suggested depending
on the application needs.
6.1.3 Cleaning
Cleaning is a process that takes away noise words and entity
hypernyms that appear across dictionaries. The previous
experiments were done without any cleanup at all. To
measure its effect we fixed the IPC parameter to 4, and tried
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Fig. 5. IPC precision analysis.
Fig. 6. IPC coverage increase and hit ratio.
Fig. 7. ICR precision analysis, for IPC 2, 4, 6.
Fig. 8. ICR coverage and hit ratio for IPC 2, 4, 6.
three thresholds for cleanup  2 f0:02; 0:05; 0:1g in addition
to no cleanup (NC). The plots in the results show the various
ICR parameters, summarized in Figs. 9 and 10. An
immediate observation is that cleanup has a dramatic effect
on both weighed precision and coverage increase. Entity
synonyms precision increases across the board and coverage
increase gets reduced. Intuitively, this is justified because
the number of true entity synonyms remain stable, whereas
cleanup further removes multiple entity hypernyms/hypo-
nyms and the frequency weight they carry.
An interesting observation is that threshold 0.05 and
0.1 produce almost identical results, this is also true for
higher values than 0.1. This is attributed to the fact that
mining for common noise words fails once the threshold
parameter starts becoming high. Again interesting local
maxima appear for ICR 0.1 and 0.5. When considering the
coverage increase, we have an indication that parameters
IPC 4, ICR 0.1, and threshold 0.05 seem like an interesting
combination producing good results of 75 percent entity
synonym weighted precision and 130 percent coverage
increase. If looking for higher quality, with ICR 0.7 or 0.8 we
achieve precision at 92-95 percent with coverage increase
between 75-80 percent. That is a significant effect when
considering dictionary expansion or querying over (semi)-
structured data as it is close to doubling the original
coverage while maintaining a very high precision threshold.
6.2 Broad Applicability
We tested our approach on multiple data sets and results
are summarized in Table 4. For space considerations we
present only a few columns. The movie data set discussed
in detail above is also included for comparison. Syns, Hyps,
Hit Ratio, and Coverage Increase were defined above. Syns
per entry shows the average number of entity synonyms we
generated per dictionary entry. As seen on the various data
sets the effectiveness of our approach varies. On cameras
and camcorders the canonical form of the products is too
restrictive and the original coverage is small, hence entity
synonyms have a big effect on the coverage increase—even
though hit ratio is relatively small on camcorders data set.
For cars we see a large increase but also a large hit ratio as
cars are popular entries asked by users using a variety of
strings and nicknames. Finally, nba athletes show a small
coverage increase, as there are not many entity synonyms
one can use to ask for an athlete.
6.3 Explicit Search Engine Knowledge
The last two rows of Table 4 present the effect of query
alterations in our entity synonym discovery. Alterations are
popular alternative format of a query (quite often mis-
spellings) that a search engine triggers upon using various
mechanisms—usually seen as results were included for entry.
Alterations can be considered as explicit knowledge a
search engine has to influence our entity synonyms creation
process. To measure the correctness of such assumption we
mined the logs for all such alterations that apply to our
entity synonyms. We discovered that a percentage of our
entity synonyms can in fact be attributed to alterations (Alts
percent in Table 4). For movies, cars and nba athletes such
number is high due to popularity of regular words and
misspellings. Yet, as we established above, weighted
measurements are more important than unweighted when
looking at web queries. Hence, we use the weighted
alterations ratio (Alts percent W) to take into consideration
the sum of the frequency of the alterations over that of the
produced entity synonyms. In that case, only a small
fraction of the entity synonyms are due to alterations. The
low-weighted alteration ratio on multiple data sets illus-
trates our effectiveness is not due to explicit knowledge the
search engine already posses, rather implicit knowledge the
users enforce with their clicking behavior.
6.4 Other Approaches to Entity Synonyms
We demonstrated that our approach works in producing
entity synonyms and has positive effects. But it is essential
to determine how we measure up against other such
approaches. For this purpose we looked at using Wikipedia
information to produce entity synonyms as well as
performing a random walk on the click graph.
For both of these methods we determined that precision
relatedmetrics are not goodmeasures of effectiveness—such
numbers do not make sense inWikipedia and were very low
for the random walk. So instead we calculated the hit ratio
and expansion ratio. By expansion ratio we mean the sum of
produced entity synonyms and all original data entries over
all original data entries. The results for both Wikipedia and
random walk as well as our own approach (Us) with
thresholds IPC 4, ICR 0.1 and cleanup 0.05 are summarized
in Tables 4 and 5. Detailed discussion follows:
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Fig. 9. Cleanup precision analysis, for IPC 4, all ICR values and cleanup
thresholds of 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and NC.
Fig. 10. Cleanup coverage and hit ratio, for IPC 4, all ICR values and
cleanup thresholds of 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and NC.
TABLE 4
Multiple Data, IPC 4, ICR 0.1, Cleanup 0.05
6.4.1 Wikipedia
Wikipedia uses redirection and disambiguation pages to
capture alternative forms of accessing information. For
example, theWikipedia entry for “LOTR”will send someone
to “Lord of The Rings.” Such pages are a potential source of
entity synonyms. We managed to get 1,091,910 redirection
and 36,895 disambiguation entries. We intersected the data
sets of cameras and movies with redirection and disambi-
guation entries and produced entity synonyms.
Wikipedia does well for very popular entries such as
some movies, but does poorly for less popular entries (e.g.,
cameras) that generally do not attract enough user interest
to create redirect or disambiguation pages. In any case, our
approach still creates more entity synonyms (expansion)
and for more entries (hit) for both movies and camera
names. We attribute this to the value of query logs that
creates more possible entry combinations to consider. Web
users are orders of magnitude more than Wikipedia authors
and are very creative in forming queries that represent
alternative ways to access information. Harvesting that
knowledge by our framework produces better results.
6.4.2 Random Walk on a Click Graph
We used the random walk solution described in [15] to
evaluate the potential of generating entity synonyms on both
movies and cameras data sets. This method takes two
parameters: alpha (set to 0.01) measures the jump to empty
state and gamma (set to 0.001) the pruning threshold for the
probabilities. For every input data entry we got a list of
potential entity synonyms sorted by probability. We kept the
ones above 0.8 or the top 50 (whichever was lower) and
performedanentity synonyms labeling taskusingour judges.
As Table 5 shows, expansion ratio is low because, as the
number of generated entity synonyms is relatively low. We
see in Table 4 that the random walk has a very high hit ratio
on movies but has a low hit ratio on cameras. This is because
the random walk operates completely on the click graph. So
if a query has not been asked then it has no starting point
and cannot produce any entity synonyms. For the movies
this was not a problem as they were popular enough. But for
the cameras this is a problem due to the purely canonical
form of camera entries that few people query upon as is—for
example, “Sony Cyber-shot DSC-W120/L.”
Furthermore, random walk is known to be good at
generating related queries, but not entity synonyms as the
output from random walk often contains a lot of noise. For
example, consider the movie entry “Shrek the Third.” Top
entries from randomwalk are “shrek monologues,” “shrek 3
the movie in you tube,” “apple shreck 3 trailer,” “help with
the ps2 game shrek the 3rd game” and so forth. Although
these are highly related queries, they cannot be considered
entity synonyms.
In contrast to the random walk, our approach produces
entity synonyms of high precision due to the combination of
cleaning process and our ICP/ICR measures which are
specifically designed for mining synonyms. In addition, our
approach produces entity synonyms far more unique
entries (hit ratio) because we take advantage of the search
API as appropriate, so even a query has never been asked
before, we still get a good number of urls to work with.
6.5 Scalability and Generic Usage
An important test of our solution was to determine how it
behaves on large data sets and generic web queries. To this
extent we took 2 million popular web queries from the head
of our query logs having greater than 15 characters in length.
We performed a run using parameters 4, 6, 8, 10 and 0.7, 0.8,
0.85, and 0.9, respectively, without the cleanup phase. Fig. 11
summarizes an analysis between the precision and number
of produced entity synonyms. In lower parameter combos
(4-0.7) we get a large number of entity synonyms. When
looking at more restrictive parameter combos (like 6-0.8) we
get precision that is approximately 95 percent and still
expand the dictionary by 56 percent. This significant
increase in coverage while still maintaining high precision
can benefit many structured query understanding works
(e.g., [20], [28], [26]).
6.6 Classification of Entity Synonyms
The objective of this set of experiments is to see what
fraction of entity synonyms fall into each class, and to show
the value of our approach in discovering the most
challenging classes of entity synonyms.
Fig. 12 shows a pie chart showing the percentage of
entity synonyms in the movies domain (D1) falling into
each class listed in Section 5. We combine the Normal-
ization and Spelling classes into a single S þN class. The
other classes are Acronym Acr, Containment Con, Superset
Sup, Atypical Aty, as well as the composite classes S þN þ
Con and S þN þ Sup. Fig. 13 shows the corresponding pie
chart for Cameras. From these figures, we make the
following observations.
First, a large fraction of entity synonyms, 34 percent for
Movies and 43 percent for Cameras, fall into the Aty class.
These are the entity synonyms that are not discoverable by
approaches relying on string similarity or containment. For
the movie “Dark Knight,” we discover such entity syno-
nyms as “2008 batman movie,” “batman 2,” etc. This result
shows that our approach of mining click logs results in a
significant additional contribution over what can be gained
by string similarity alone.
Containment-related classes Con and S þN þ Con
make up 10 percent of entity synonyms for movies (D1)
and 31 percent for cameras (D2). The number is relatively
lower for Movies because many movie titles contain
relatively common words, and easily become ambiguous
if a few words are removed, e.g., “dark” is not a good
entity synonym for “Dark Knight.” On the other hand, for
Cameras, the model number such as “EOS 350D” in
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Expansion
“Canon Digital EOS 350D” is a very important identifier,
and thus most Con entity synonyms having the model
number will be correct.
Superset-related classes Sup and S þN þ Sup make up
42 percent for Movies and 19 percent for Cameras. The
number is quite high for Movies as there are many entity
synonyms that are extensions of movie titles, which include
additional words such as the main characters, actors or
actresses, or movie year, e.g., “dark knight 2008.”
Notably, the S þN class that online approaches can
handle are responsible for only 14 percent of entity
synonyms for Movies and 7 percent for Cameras. Therefore,
relying on online approaches alone would severely limit the
coverage of user queries that can be handled by the system.
Meanwhile, although Acr is an interesting class that are not
easily handled online, it is also extremely rare, responsible
for less than 1 percent of entity synonyms.
In summary, our approach not only discovers many
more entity synonyms than online approaches can handle,
it also generates the various entity synonyms in a unified
manner at once, without having to run different methods
for different classes of entity synonyms.
7 RELATED WORK
WordNet’s [25] synset (synonym set) feature provides
synonyms for a given word or phrase. WordNet synonyms
are fundamentally different from the kind of entity
synonyms that we are interested in. WordNet synonyms
are for common English words, such as those that would be
found in dictionaries and thesauri. Thus, WordNet will not
be able to provide synonyms for movie titles, digital camera
names, etc. However, WordNet synonyms can still be useful
for enhancing recall in information retrieval [21], [32] when
properly applied on the query words that are common
English words.
Wikipedia is another online resource that has been
proposed to help measure the semantic similarity between a
pair of words or phrases. One way to do that is by looking
at whether the pair of queries tend to retrieve pages that fall
under the same Wikipedia categories [29]. Another way is
to exploit the redirection relationship between article titles
[17]. Unlike WordNet, Wikipedia does cover some entities
(movies, musicians, etc.). However, Wikipedia is much
smaller than the web, and therefore the former’s coverage of
entities are severely limited to only a very small number of
the most popular ones, as has been shown in Section 6. This
limitation motivates us to leverage on the massive data
available from the web and query logs.
Chaudhuri et al. [9] is a recent work on finding
synonyms by leveraging web search. Their work focuses
on a specific kind of synonym, the ones that are substrings
of given entity names. Our focus is more generic, as we
have showed using the many different classes of entity
synonyms in Section 5. Our work relies more on the web
user aspect, in exploiting the alternative ways a user may
want to refer to an entity. Another work [22] addresses a
related problem, which is to turn a query (e.g., “lord rings”)
into a displayable form (e.g., “Lord of the Rings”) by word
reordering, modifier addition, and capitalization. In a way,
we can see it as a complementary problem, going in the
reverse direction from our work (canonical forms into
synonyms), but limited only to those synonyms with
significant text similarity to canonical form.
Our work is related to reference reconciliation or record
matching techniques [11], [13], [7], [5], which try to resolve
different references or records in a data set to the same real
world entity. They are closely related with our work, since
we are trying to find the different references in the form of
entity synonyms for a set of given entities. However, there
are a few differences from our work. First, they normally
assume the “references” are given, while we have to
generate the candidate “references” ourselves. Second,
such approaches usually rely on multiple attributes to be
present to produce high-quality results (e.g., name, age,
gender for person record). Yet, web queries normally lack
multiattribute semantic context. Third, our framework
takes as input a set of homogeneous entity string values,
rather than one single entity value. This unique view
enables us to perform mining (e.g., noise discovery) across
difference input entries for coming up with more mean-
ingful results.
Entity recognition or entity extraction often refers to the
problem of identifying mentions of specific entity types
(e.g., person, location, etc.) from unstructured data. Doan
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Fig. 11. Precision and number of entity synonyms analysis for 2 m web
queries.
Fig. 12. Classes of entity synonyms for movies.
Fig. 13. Classes of entity synonyms for cameras.
et al. [12] and Uren et al. [31] provide a comprehensive
overview covering the various information extraction
techniques and systems, respectively. However, they are
different from the problem we are solving in terms of both
input and output. Our input is a list of specific entity
values. Our output are the alternative names (what we call
entity synonyms) for each input value. Entity recognition
normally takes input a description of entity type (e.g., a
dictionary, patterns, or a language model) and aiming at
identifying the mentions of the entity type from text.
There has been previous work to measure similarity
between queries by leveraging web data, for various
purposes such as document ranking [10], semantic relation
discovery [4], and keyword generation for advertisement
[15]. The random walk approach [10], [15] conduct random
walk over the query click graph (which is a bipartite graph
representation of the Click Data described in Section 2). The
similarity between two queries is the probability that a
random walk starting at one query reaches the other. A
large-scale query-click bipartite graph is studied in [4], to
reveal interesting characteristics of the graph and enable
analysis over the graph. One of the analysis considers
queries resulting in the same set of URLs to be semantically
related. The co-occurrence approach [30] considers two
queries similar if they co-occur in documents with much
greater probability than random chance allows. The co-
occurrence counts are derived by issuing queries to a search
engine. There are several other measures such as the
number of overlapping words and the number of common
documents clicked between the pair of queries [33]. These
similarity-based approaches do not work well for our
problem for several reasons. First, they may discover many
pairs of similar or related queries that are not synonyms
(e.g., “Windows Vista” and “PC”). Second, the input for
which we seek to derive synonyms are generally well-
formed strings as full movie titles or digital camera names,
which real users seldom use and may not appear frequently
as queries. Third, we take a very different perspective of the
input, a list of values from a structured data set. This
perspective allows us to apply novel techniques such as
vertical cleanup to remove noises.
Another application for query similarity is query
suggestion, which attempts to provide a search engine user
with an alternative to the user’s current query. For example,
for the ambiguous query “jaguar,” the search engine may
make query suggestions such as “Jaguar Animal,” “Jaguar
Cars,” “Jaguar Cat,” etc. There are several ways to derive
these suggestions. The work in [18] is based on typical
reformulations or substitutions that users make to their
queries. Antonellis et al. [2] further consider whether the
query substitutions lead to user clicks on the same ads,
while [23] considers whether they lead to clicks on the same
webpages. Baeza-Yates et al. [3] also look at the similarity of
the clicked pages’ text content. As previously explained, the
notion of similarity used by query suggestion covers a
much broader set of relations (not just synonyms), and thus
using these techniques to generate synonyms will lead to
many false positives.
Although in this paper, most of our discussion center
around the usefulness of entity synonyms for web search,
our work will also be of interest to keyword search over
structured and semistructured data. The approaches in [1],
[6], [16] present systems that allow users to issue keyword
queries to relational database management systems
(RDBMSs). Since our technique only relies on general click
data and search API, we can derive the entity synonyms of
RDBMS’s entities from such general web data sets, and
store them in the RDBMS to improve keyword search over
such RDBMS.
8 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we address the problem of discovering entity
synonyms over a structured data set, to bridge the gap
between end-user and structured data, and therefore
improve structured web search. Our proposed solution
mines query logs both to generate entity synonym
candidates, as well as to measure the likelihood of a
candidate to be actual entity synonym. We also identify
several clean up strategies to remove common and context-
sensitive noise words, as well as entity hypernym candi-
dates. We further investigate the underlying cause of the
formation of entity synonyms, by studying different entity
synonym classes. Experiments on large real-life data sets
show that our approach yields high precision in terms of
entity synonyms generated, increases significantly the
coverage of queries that may hit on the relevant entities,
and generates more and better entity synonyms than
comparable approaches.
As future study, it will be interesting to discover entity
hypernyms, hyponyms in addition to entity synonyms.
Discovering entity synonyms from other data sets (e.g.,
tags, social networks) different from query log, as well as
from document content using sophisticated natural lan-
guage processing techniques should also shed light on this
problem. It is also intriguing to further study this problem
where the input entities are ambiguous, with multiple
meanings. Our current technique does not distinguish such
entities from unambiguous entities. The multiple meanings
naturally lead to multiple entity synonym candidates, and
some true candidates may not get enough support to be
output as entity synonyms. One interesting idea is to
leverage entity disambiguation techniques while finding
surrogate webpapges. If the surrogate webpages can be
disambiguated into different classes, then we can use our
technique to discover entity synonym for each unambig-
uous class separately.
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